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Synopsis 

The angular distribution and polarization of y-radiation emitted by 
oriented nuclei is calculated assuming pure multipole transitions. For the 
description of the orientation of the nuclei 2j independent parameters fk 
are used ; these are essentially the statistical tensors introduced by F a n o 
(i is the spin quantum number of the nuclei). The state of polarization of 
the y-radiation is characterized by the degree of polarization P and a real 
three-dimensional polarizationvector E,e. If  these quantities fk, P and go 
are used, the formulae take a relatively simple form. For the cases of dipole 
and quadrupole radiation expressions are given which are suitable for 
numerical calculation by easy substitutions. 

$ 1. Introduction. If we have an ensemble of oriented nuclei, the 
angular distribution of y-radiation emitted by these nuclei no 
longer has spherical symmetry. S p i e r s ‘) discussed this effect 
and S t e e n b e r g “) extended his considerations, both giving 
formulae which are practical only in the case of small nuclear 
orientation. In the following sections we shall derive explicit formu- 
lae for the angular distribution of y-radiation from oriented nuclei, 
valid for any degree of orientation of the nuclei. Furthermore we 
shall calculate the polarization of the emitted y-radiation. 

The theory of y-radiation from oriented nzbclei is closely related to 
the theory of angular correlation of pairs of successive y-quanta 
from nuclei oriented at random. In the latter case the angular correla- 
tion function can be considered to be the angular distribution 
function for the second radiation emitted by nuclei which have been 
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oriented by the emission of the first radiation in a fixed direction. A 
short review of the relation between these problems will be given in 
this section. The theory of angular correlation of successive y-quanta 
emitted by nuclei oriented at random was given by H a m i 1 t o n 3). 
Recent contributions have been made by I; a 1 k o f i, L i n g, 
Uhlenbecka) 5), Racah6), Lloyd’) and Alders). 

We shall begin with some general formulae concerning the angular 
distribution of radiation from oriented nuclei.We assume the nuclei to 
be oriented in such a way that an axis ‘1 of rotational symmetry exists. 
The nuclear angular momentum quantum number and magnetic 
quantum number are j and m respectively (m determines the compo- 
nent of the nuclear angular momentum in the direction q, which we 
call the axis of quantization). The orientation of the nuclei is then 
characterized by the numbers n,,, these being the probabilities of 
the states specified by j, m (ZZ,,~ = 1). 

I:;;(6) is the angular distribution of the radiation from a nucleus 

in the state ii, mi. 
W(6) is the angular distribution of the observed radiation. 
6 is the angle between the direction of emission of the observed 

radiation and q. 
Now W(6) is given by 

W(6) = lqri a,,,i q;i (8). (1) 
If the angular distribution of radiation with angular momentum 
quantum number L and magnetic quantum number M is denoted by 
F!‘(6), we can express Ici(S) in terms of F:(6) by 

I;;i (6) = E,, G,$,,, F’;(G). (2) 

The G~~,~~-OI are the squared transformation coefficients for the addi- 

tion of angular momenta (see formula 60). 
In general there will be a fi or y-transition (lo, mO) + (ii, mJ, 

which precedes the radiation under consideration. In this case the 
u,,,~ give the initial orientation of the nuclei and we have to calculate 
the relative populations CX,,~; of the levels m, in order to compute 
W(6) for the radiation emitted by the nuclei with spin ii. If P(m,, VZi) 
gives the relative transition probability for the transition (iO, m,) + 
(ii, mi), the expression for a,,,, becomes 

nmi = Cm, 'nfo '(%J mi)j (3) 

l&zi P(mO, mi) = l ' (4) 
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We add some formulae on the angular correlation of successive 
radiations emitted by nuclei which are oriented at random. 
P(m,, m2, 6) is the angular distribution of the radiation emitted in 
the transition (ir, m,) -+ (jz, m2). 6 is the angle between the direction 
of the radiation and the axis of quantization. This quantity 
P(m,, m2, 6) is related to P(m,, m,), I?(6) and F?(8) by 

J-W,, mz) =/I’@+, ~296) dQ2, (5) 

1;;qq = C,“* Jym,, m2, 6)) (6) 

P(m,, ~21 4 = G,,t1,tn2 i1 ‘j2 F:‘(6), (m, = m2 + M). (7) 

The angular correlation function W(6), giving the relative proba- 
bility for the angle 6 between the successive radiations, is given by 
(cf. “)I 

WV = c LIO,“li’“‘, P(7720, WZi, 79=0) .P(WZj, m,, 6). (8) 

Here the successive states of the nucleus are (iO, m,,), (ii, 7~) and 
(j,, m,). With (6) we can rewrite (8) as 

W(6) = zctrzi a,,,j Ips), (9) 

Cl,,,; = C C,,,, P(m,, et<> 8 = 0). (10) 

These formulae allow the following interpretation. The direction 
6 = 0 of the first radiation is an axis ‘1 of rotational symmetry in the 
problem of the angular distribution of the second radiation. The 
first radiation causes an orientation of the nuclei (ii, mi) given by 
(10). From this point of view the angular correlation is a special case 
of the angular distribution of radiation from oriented nuclei. For a 
derivation of these formulae we refer to 3, and 5). It is essential in our 
interpretation of the formulae that (8) allows a “splitting of the 
process into two parts”. Cf. 9, for a discussion of this point. 

In $ 2 is discussed how the orientation of atomic nuclei can be 
characterized. In 5 3 the use of different parameters to characterize 
the polarization of y-radiation is treated. With $9 1, 2 and 3 as a 
basis the calculation of the angular distribution and polarization of 
y-radiation of oriented nuclei is rather straightforward. This is 
discussed in $ 4. With the aid of more advanced mathematics, 
namely, a method developed by R a c a h lo), we can derive formu- 
lae for arbitrary multipole order in 5 5. Though the results of 3 5 
include the results of 5 4, we have thought it worth while to discuss 
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this first method, as it gives a clearer understanding of some features 
and relations in this field. Explicit formulae for the angular distribu- 
tion are given in S 6, for the polarization in 3 7 (in these expressions 
the general expressions have been evaluated as far as possible). A 
short note containing some of the results has appeared earlier ll). 
Later we shall discuss the ways in which these formulae can be used 
for the treatment of experiments with oriented nuclei r2). 

S 2. The description of the orientation of atomic nztclei by the para- 
meters fk. Generally the state of orientation of an ensemble of nuclei, 
all with angular momentum j (or of one nucleus of which our knowl- 
edge is incomplete), cannot be described by means of a single wave 
function. We therefore use a density matrix (or statistical operator) 
Q with (2j + 1)’ matrix elements (compare e.g. 13), part II and IV). 
p is hermitian and normalized to 

L, Ed!,,,, = 1 . (11) 
With each state Y = %n c,,, Y,,, P (12) 
we associate a matrix (eJ,,rrrl’ = cn,G * (13) 

The probability of finding a system described by the density matrix 
Q in the state y is then given by 

W = Tr (,oQ,). (Tr : Trace) (14) 

If an axis ‘1 of rotational symmetry exists, and YJ has been chosen 
as axis of quantization, then Q is a diagonal matrix (compare “)). 
Now the probability of finding a state y,,, is given by 

a ,,I - - Weeyr,,,) = evw . (15) 

In this case Q is determined by 2j + 1 numbers a ,,,. As &,,a,,, = 1 
on account of (1 l), there are only 2j independent numbers a,, which 
characterize the orientation. As in the results of the calculations in 
the following sections a,,, will appear always in combinations of the 
form Cnrmka,,, (often called moments), we therefore define 2j indepen- 
dent combinations of this form, which are equivalent to the set of 
2.j numbers a,,,. 

fk = ct=o uk,v ‘“, my a!?t3 (164 

fk = 0 if a,,l = CiIIA A, mp, (164 

ak,k = i-“. (164 
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By taking u,,,=&‘(fi=O . . . . k - 1) in ( 16b) we get k linearly 
independent relations for the k + 1 coefficients ak,o . . . . ak,k. It is 
easily seen that these coefficients become entirely determined by the 
additional condition (16~). This condition has been chosen in such 
a way that the fl, for totally oriented nuclei remain finite if we let 
j+cx3 (cf. (19a).... (19d). Hence the fk are uniquely defined by 
(16). If an arbitrary orientation is given by a,,,, the dependence of 
a,,, on m can always be expressed by a polynomial of degree 2j: 

a ,,, = CTzo A, mp. (17) 

Hence we obtain the following interesting property of the fk directly 
from the definition (16) : all fk with k > 21 + 1 vanish identically. 

Since f,, = 1 cannot vary there are 2j parameters fk left which are 
independent and suffice for a complete description of the orientation, 
These fk will be used as they give simple forms to our formulae. 
Explicit expressions for f,, f2, f3 and f4 are : 

f, == j-’ X,,, ma,,,, (184 
f2 = j-’ [C,,, 1n*a,,, - ;ici + l)l> (1W 
f3 = i-” IX,,, m3% - ; (3j2 + 3j - 1) c,,, ma,,,], (184 
f4=j-4[C,,rm4u,,,-; (6j2+6j-5) C,,, m’a,,,+&1) (i+ l)(j+2)]. (18d) 

If the nuclei are totally oriented (a,,& = 6,,,J, we calculate from (18) 

f, = 1 (19@) 
f* = (2j - 1)/3j (1W 
f3 = (j - 1) (2j - I)/Si” (194 
/4 = 2(j - 1) (2j - 1) (2i - 3)/35j3 (194 

For numerical calculations it can be useful to approximate a distri- 
bution by a polynomial in order to calculate the fk. If we have for 
example a Boltzmann distribution 

a,>, - C’ exp (j?m) (with p = ,uB/kTj), Pa) 

we can write approximately 

a ,” = C (l+@+@*m* + ip3rn3 + &B”nz”) if /?j < 1. PO@ 

Now if we have in general a distribution 

u,,, = C (1 + A,m + A,m* + A3m3 + .4,m4), (21) 

it is readily shown that 

f, = &i + 1) 24, + k (j + 1) (3j2 + 3j- 1) A31 n> (224 
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f2=[~(2j--)(j+i)(2j+3)Az+~(2j--1)(j+1)(2j+3) 
(6j’ + 61’ - 5) A&, (224 

fJ=(~j-2)(j-1)(2j--)(j+1)(2j+3)(j+2)A3n, (224 
f4=~j-3(2j-3)(j-1)(2~--)(j+1)(2j+3). 

. (i + 2) (2j + 5) A, 72. (224 
C= l/+2== 1+;~(j+1)A2+~j(j+1)(3j2+3j-l)A4 (224 

We. can derive an explicit expression for the fk by comparing them 
with the statistical tensors introduced by F a n o 14) according to 
the definition 

<I($@) = L,,, ( mlelm’ > (- l)iY jm’, i - ml(jj)W, (23) 
where (mlelm’) are the matrix elements of the density matrix Q, 
and (jm’, j - ml(jj)kq) are the transformation coefficients for the 
addition of angular momenta. In the case in which the ensemble of 
nuclei has an axis of rotational symmetry q we write 

fk = ( l(iij ho > = C,,, ( mlelm > (- l)j-“’ ( jm, j - ml(ii)W. (24) 
The density matrix Q is then entirely determined by the probabili- 
ties a,,, = (mlelm) and we can write 

fk = C,,, (- IP” ( im, i - ml(ii) ko > a,,, (25) 
We now show that the fk introduced in this way differ only by a 
constant factor from the fk defined by (16), i.e., 

fk = %Cih. (26) 

To prove (26), we observe the fk to be of the form 

fk = L h(m) a,,,, (274 
X,(m) =: (- 1)‘~“’ ( jm, j - ml(ij) ko ). (2 74 

R,(m) is a polynomial in m of degree k, as may be seen from the 
explicit formula for (jmj - m](jj) ko) (Cf. lo) formula (16)), 

( jmj - ml(ij)] ko) = [ (~~1?~)~$$]*(k!)2 (i+m) ! (i-m) ! x 

x C, (-l)‘[z! (2j- k-z) ! {(j-m-z) !}2{(k--i+m+z) !}2]-1, (27~) 

by rewriting with this expression formula (27b) as 

%(m) = [ 
(2k+l) (2j-k)! 1 2k 

.(2j+k+ l)! I( > k [mk+ zq mk-’ + . . . . u,,]. (28) 
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From the orthogonality relations for (jwzj - m/(jj) ko) it follows that 

Lf R,(m) q4 = 01 p :< k- 1. (29) 

From (28) and (29) it is easily deduced that 

c,,, R,(m)mfi = 0, $<k-1. (30) 

If a,,, is given by ar,, = X:7; ApnzP it follows from (30) that 

fk = LRk(d a,,, = 0. (31) 

So the j, are of the form (16~) and satisfy the condition (16b). Hence 
the /, and fk can only differ by a constant factor, which may be 
obtained from (28) and (16~) 

From (26), (27a), (27b) and (27~) an explicit expression for jk 
follows 

2k -’ 

f=() 
fi j-^ c,,, 

(j - m) ! (j + m) ! k2 
____ 

k 
“=’ (-‘)” (&m+) !  (j+nt-k+SY)! y 0 a~,,’ (33) 

For totally oriented nuclei (a,,, = 6,,,J fk has the value (a generali- 
zation of (19~~) . . . . (194) 

2k --I .-k (2;)! 
f.=( ) 1. ____ 

k ’ (2j- k)! (34) 

9 3. Characterization of the polarization of e/e&o-magnetic radia- 
tion. For a plane electro-magnetic wave which is propagated in the 
direction k(lkl = 27r/jl) we can write for the complex vector poten- 
tial A and electric field strength E 

A = (clel + c2e2) A, A = A exp. i (k.r - cd), (35) 

E = (c,e, + c2e2) E, E = - (a/l/%)/c = ilklA. l(36) 

Here k/Jkl, e, and e2 are mutually perpendicular unit vectors. We 
assume c, and c2 to be normalized to 

Id2 + M2 = 1. (37) 

The state of polarization is characterized by the complex vector 

c = (Cl, cz). (38) 

Essentially two (real) parameters (e.g. the ratio Ic,l/]c21 and the 
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phase difference of c, and c2) are needed for the description of a 
totally polarized wave (or photon). The state of polarization being 
described by c, we define a density matrix e(c) (13) II formula 4) : 

(39) 

This special form of the density matrix occurs only in the case of 
total polarization. The states of polarization of a partially polarized 
beam of photons is described by a hermitian density matrix Q: 

o = @II @I2 
c 

II II e21 e22 ’ 

(4Oa) 

@I I + e22 = 1. (404 
In this case essentially three parameters are needed. Now the 
probability W of finding a photon in the state of polarization descri- 
bed by c is given by 

TV = c* Q c = Tr [@Q(C)]. (41) 

If Q = e(c’) (totally polarized beam), (41) becomes 

14’ = Tr [I Q(C)] = lc;c:’ + c&z12. (42) 

Another description of the state of total polarization, discussed 
by F a n o 15), makes use of parameters u and #?. These are related 
to c by 

c2/cl = (sin u cos /? + i cos L( sin p)/(cos a cos t9 - i sin a sin p) = 
= (sin 2a cos 28 + i sin 2p)/( 1 + cos 2cz cos 28). (43) 

CL and /? are the angles which determine the setting of an ideal 
analyzer (consisting of a 1/4 plate and a Nicol prism) with respect 
to e, for the case of maximum transmission. A real three dimen- 
sional vector 5, the polarization vector, can be defined as follows with 
the aid of a and p: 

E, = cos 28 cos 2a, 
E2 = cos 28 sin 2cf, (44) 
t3 = sin 28. 

We can describe a state of total polarization by this vector c. The 
relation between 5 and c, following from (43) and (44), is 

t, = Ic,12 - Ic2129 
5‘2 = qc2* + c:cp (45) 
63 = i (c& - $c2). 
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In the case of a partially polarized beam, which is described by the 
density matrix e (40), we can always write e in the form 

O<P<l. (46b) 

This means a decomposition of e into two parts, corresponding to 
a totally polarized and an unpolarized part. P is called the degree 
of polarization of the beam. &, is the polarization vector of the beam 
and is determined by c of formula (46a). To describe the polarization 
of an arbitrary beam we shall use P and go, containing again three 
real parameters. With (41) and (46) it follows that the probability T/lr 
of finding a photon with polarization vector r in a beam described 
by P and ?& is given by 

w = &(I + pg*.g-J. (47) 

For the special case of a totally polarized beam, with P = 1, we find 
a formula corresponding to (42) : 

w = 6(1 + 5*&J. (48) 

The formalism which has been described, for the polarization of 
electromagnetic radiation, is to a high degree analogous to the 
formalism for the polarization of electrons, developed in 13) part II 
and IV. Compare e.g., formula (47) with formula (70) of 13) part IV. 

§ 4. A calculation method of the angular distribution and polariza- 
iion of 2L-fiole y-radiation (especially for L = 1 and L = 2). The 
angular distribution of y-radiation of a certain (L, M) pole character 
results from the spherical eigenwave solution of Maxwell’s equa- 
tion r6) r7) *). We have used the solutions for the vector potential 
,(in the gauge of zero scalar potential) of the electric and magnetic 
(L, M) pole radiation in the form in which they are listed in *), 
table I (For the physical quantity A the real part of the complex 
.quantity must be taken). The electric and magnetic field strengths 
are obtained from the vector potential A according to 

E = - @A/%)/c, (49) 
B = rot A. (50) 

The angular distribution of the radiation of a given (L, M) pole 
character is given by the magnitude of the Poynting vector Si*. 
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If n is a unit vector in the direction of Sz then the magnitude is 
given by 

n - S,M = (ck2/8n) A * A*. (51) 
We define 

F;+) = 32n3r2c-’ n . Stf. (52) 

Then F?(6) is normalized to 

/ Ff (6) cG’ = 87~. (53) 
From (49), (51) and (52) it follows that 

F:(6) = 47&*/t* A . A*, (54) 
F;(t?) = 47&* E . E*. (55) 

From the general expression for A one obtains an expression for 
FF(G) according to (54) (Yt’ are the spherical harmonics) : 

FF(6)=(4n/L(L+l)) [2M2 IYy(*+(L-M) (L+M+l) ]Y:+‘]*+ 
+ (L + M) (L --f-u + 1) ]Y;l-‘]*]. (56) 

This expression becomes, for L = 1 and L = 2, 

F:(6) = 3( 1 - cos* 6), Pa) 
F;*(6) =; (1 + cos*ti), w-4 

F;(6) = ; (6 cos* 6 - 6 cos4 8), WJ) 
F;‘(6) =;(I -3cos2~+4cos4~), (584 
F;‘(S) = ; (1 - cos4 6). (584 

These formulae apply for electric as well as magnetic multipole 
radiation. With these results we have calculated the angular distri- 
bution of 2L-pole y-radiation emitted by oriented nuclei according 
to the formula (compare (1) and (2)). 

WP) = ~wti.,u ami G$,:;-nr . FL” (6) 1 (59) 

G$&-n = I (j,m, LMI j,Ljpi>12. (60) 

In I*), pages 76 and 77, one finds tables of transformation coeffi- 
cients (ilm1j2m2]jli2im). Results obtained from (59), (60), and (57), 
and (58) for dipole and quadrupole radiation respectively, are given 
in S 6. Since 

Tt12 I ( L ml, i2 m2 I iI i2 im >I* = 1 I (61) 

it follows from (53) and &an, = 1, that W(6) is normalized to 

/ W(6) dQ = 87~. (64 
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ZL-pok radiation; kr)) 1. C = -!- ’ (-++I &-cl). 

0 

In order to calculate the polarization of the emitted radiation we 
determine first the polarization vector SE of the radiation in direc- 
tion (6) in the case of (L, M)-pole radiation. Now we need the field 
strengths E and B, which follow with (49) and (SO) from the expres- 
sions for A given in “) table I, for both electric and magnetic (L, M)- 
pole radiation. We give the components E,, E,, E, and B,, B,, B, 
in our table I for large distance from the origin (kr > 1) (Fig. 1 

ii 

Fig. I. The coordinates Y, 6, p and the axis of quantization q. e, ee. erp, are 
unit vectors. 
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TABLE II 

Dipole radiation 

illustrates the coordinate system chosen). The tables II and III give 
these results in a more explicit form for the dipole and quadrupole 
case (L = 1, L = 2). 

For the calculation of !$z (for radiation in a direction given by 
(0, p)) we take the two unit vectors e,, ez defined by 

e, = eB, e2 = e,. (63) 

Now E can be written as 

E = E,e, + E,e,, (64) 

and (compare (36)) 

E,I& = CZlCl (65) 

CJC, can be calculated with the aid of Table II and III (for L = 1 
and L = 2). According to (43) and (44) we then determine a, tg p 
and SfL. The results are listed in the tables IV and V. 

We write S,“:. as 

E,“:. = (1 XII + 5‘2 XJ. + $3 xc (66) 

The unit vectors x,,, x1 and xc correspond to the following values 
of aand/? 

xi, + a = 0, p = 0 

XI +a = 7~14, p = 0 (67) 
XC --f a arbitrary, /? = n/4. 

In connection with the choice of the vectors e, and e, this allows 
the following interpretation: 
x,, determines the state of linear polarization when the electric 
vector lies in the plane of k (direction of propagation) and q (axis of 
rotational symmetry). 
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TAULE IV 

State of polarization of dipole radiation 

Al = 0 M = * I 
L=l 

__- 

electric 

-x,! gives the state of linear polarization rotated through 7c/2 
compared with the former. 

f x1 give the states of linear polarization rotated through ~14 
compared with x,,. 

+ xc, - xc give left and right circular polarized radiation re- 
spectively. 

The probability FF(6, 5) of finding a photon with polarization 
vector 5 in a direction 2, follows from (55) and (48) 

Ff(6, E,) =Flf(S) + $( 1 +c . g,$) =4n2r2E . E* +( 1 +e * Et;). (68) 

If we now consider the ensemble of oriented radioactive nuclei, and an 
axis q of rotational symmetry exists, we can calculate in a way 
similar to (59) the probability W(6,Q of finding a y-quantum in the 
direction 6 with polarization vector 5 

W@, 5) = C,,,i nr a,,,; G;;$-,,r F’;‘(& 5). (69) 
We can compute tv(@, g) as F“(6) for (L = 1 and L = 2) is given by 
(57) and (58), and S,“:. is listed in the tables IV and V. 

As is clear from the formula (68) for Fi’(6, EJ the radiation of a 
pure (L, M)-pole is totally polarized. The radiation from an ensemble 
of oriented nuclei, however, is in general partially polarized. W(6, EJ 
can also be written as (47) 

W(6, 5) = W(6) * &( 1 + Pg * 50). (70) 
As W(6) is known from (59), and W(6, 5) from (69), we can obtain 

P and go from (70). For the calculation of the degree of polarization 
P and the polarization vector go it is sufficient to know W(6) PI?,,,. 
Therefore we give the results for W(8) PI&, instead of for W(6,EJ 
in 9 7. 

From (59), (68), (69) and (70) it follows that 

WV) PKI = Li‘Vf u,,,~ GfiLi' .-,, f Ftf (6) .*,,,,, I&$. (71) 
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$ 5. An.other method of calculation of the angular distribution and 
polarization of 2L-pole y-radiation. In this section we shall derive 
formulae for W(6) and W(6) P&, for arbitrary 2L-pole y-radiation, 
making use of the algebra of tensor operators developed by R a- 
c a h 10) 6). During the derivation we shall drop constant factors 
without further comment since these factors only affect the norma- 
lization which is not essential in the problem. If r) is the axis of 
rotational symmetry and of quantization, then the probability of 
emission of a y-quantum in the direction k with polarization described 
by c (9 3) is given by 

If’% c, q) = Lim, a ,,,, I (ii ?I HIif ml >I’. (72) 

In the case of a pure 2L-pole radiation we can write for the inter- 
action Hamiltonian 31, in a coordinate system with k as quantization 
axis, 

iT=C MaLl%I (4 l-f;,. (73) 

Ti, are the components of an irreducible tensor operator of degree 
L, which operate on the nucleus. CI~,~~(C) are functions of c, and are 
thus connected with the polarization of the emitted y-quantum. 
Only uL,, and aL ._, are different from zero and are expressed by c as 
follows *), 6). 

(1L] =-(c, +z4/\/2, aL-l= (cl-ic,)/d2 (electric 2L-pole radiation) (7462) 

aL1-=-(cz-ic1)j2/2, a,-,=(c,+ic,)/\/2(magnetic 2L-pole radiation (746) 

With q as quantization axis the Hamiltonian (73) takes the form 
(with (k * 1) = cos 0; cf. “) formula (2)) 

11 = &r,raL.&) TfiD,t,,~ (0, 6, 0). (75) 

(0,6,0) are the three Euler angles associated with the rotation which 
transforms the coordinate system with k as z-axis into that whose 
,--axis is q. Making use of (72) and (75) we find for W(k, C, q) 

W(6, c) = W(k, c, ‘1) = 
r s- ~ni”l,3f.lf’,r,e~a,,,iaZ, aL.w ( j,gni I Tf;l ip,>*< iimil T~4i,m,> D~P~,w (76) 

With the relation lg) page 203, (16a)) 
DL*DL p,cI ,,,~,Is=Ceok (-I)“-“( L-pLp’ ILL~Q)D;~(LL kalL-MLM’) (77) 

and the formulae, (16’) and (29) resp., from lo) 
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(jimi 1 Ti/ i,rn+ = (-l)ii-‘“i ( ii I I TL I I jr> - W&L ; - m,m, A t (78) 

(L-pLp’ I LLk~)=(-l)ki~P (2k + l)*,V(LLk; -pp’--e), (79) 

formula (76) becomes (with summation over mi, m,, M, M’, ,LL, /L’, 
k, e and a) 

W(6, c) = ZZ ~7,~; a& aLM, (-l)k+Q+M-P (2h + l)h q0 x 

x ( LLka I L-MLM’) I/ (ii j, L.; - mim,p) V(j,j, L ; - mim,&) x 

x V(LLk; -,u,B’Q). (80) 

With formula (41) from lo) the summation over ,u, ,LL’ and m, can be 
carried out and W(6, c) becomes 

W(6, c) = ZZ anti a& aLM (-l)“-L Dta ( LLkal L - MLM’) x 

x W(j,jiLk; LjJ (-l)i~-mi (2kfl)i (-l)k-e V(i,ii k; -mm,m,e). (81) 

Now we observe that (cf. formula (17) from ‘0)) that V(j&k; 
- m,mg) = V(j,j,k ; - m,m,o) 6,,, which makes possible summation 
over Q. From this we obtain with the aid of (79), (25), (26) and (32) 

w(6, c, = &, c,,(LL) W(j,jiLk; Lj;) fkw;‘@, (O, 6, O), (84 

where C,,(LL) is the abbreviation 

C,,(LL) = C,,,,,, (- I)L-M a& aLMp (LL ka I L - MLM’). (83) 

We shall now consider electric 2L-pole radiation by substituting 
(74~) in (83). Then only C,,(LL) and C,JLL) turn out to be diffe- 
rent from zero. Making use of (45) we find 

C,,(LL) = (- l)L-’ ( LLko 1 LlL-1) if k is even, (84~) 

C,,(LL) = (- l)L-’ (LLko I LIL - 1) t3, if k is odd, Wb) 

C&LL) +C&LL) = (-l)L-’ (LLkolL 1 L 1). - t, if k is even, (84~) 

C,,(LL) + C,-, (LL) = 0 if k is odd. (844 

With (84) and DtG = YI(ti, 0) (2k + 1)-h, (82) becomes 

W(6, q = W(6, c) = 

= Ckcvcrs W(i/ii Lk; Lid fk W/, -‘(2k + 1)-a {Y;(LLkOjLlL- 1) - 

- YE (LLk21LlLl). tl} + 

.+‘k odd W(j,jJk; Lji) fp, ‘(2k+ I)-* i’; ( LLkolLl L--l) . &. (85) 

If the polarization is not observed, we can sum over the polariza- 
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tion directions and obtain W(9) = W(6, p) + W(6, - !$). From (85) 

W(6) = (86) 
= Iz k cvc,) 2W(j,& Lk; Lji) fkzcJ~‘(2kf 1)-hY,o(6, 0) (LLkolLlL-1). 

Making use of (86) and of the representation 

5 = &XII + &xl, + &xcJ (87) 

it follows that (85) can be written 

W(O, E) = RW(@) (1 + RJ * 5), (88) 
with 

ww% = 
= c kodr12w(ifjiLk; Lii) fkwk -‘(2k+l)-)Y;(&O)(LLko/LlL-1)x,- 

-ck cvcll 2W(itiiLk; Lii) fkwk -* (2k+ I)-4Y; (6,O) (LLk2 1 L 1 L 1) x,!. (89) 

For magnetic 2L-pole radiation we must replace x,, by - x,, in (89), 
as is easily derived from (74b) in the same way as in the electric case. 
Formula (86) remains unchanged. 

W(6) in formula (86) is not normalized according to (62), but this 
normalization can be obtained by calculating/W($) dQ. 

5 6. Explicit formulae for the angular distribution of y-radiation 
emitted by oriented nuclei. We have calculated explicit formulae for 
the angular distribution function W(6) (59) and the polarization 
W(6) PC,, (71) for the following cases: 

dipole radiation j/ = ii f 1, j, = ji, 
quadrupole radiation j, = ii & 2. 

ii and jr are the angular momentum quantum numbers of the 
initial and final nuclei. We have assumed that there are no inter- 
ference effects among radiations of different multipole character. 
The formulae are then valid for pure dipole or quadrupole radiation. 
We have made the calculations by methods both of 5 4 and of 5 5. 
The method of 5 4 does not give rise to long calculations in the 
dipole case, but for the next order, quadrupole radiation, the amount 
of labour required already begins to mount. For higher multipole 
orders the method of $5 is certainly to be preferred. The computing 
work to get explicit formulae with the aid of the latter method is 
now shifted to the evaluation of the general expressions in terms 
of simple products, etc. Especially, the work to compute the 
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v(j,j,Lk, LjJ is considerable. However, once they have been calcul- 
ated for a number of cases they can be tabulated and can be used for 
many purposes (tables have been given by K. A 1 d e r 8)). 

The results for W(6) are the same for electric and magnetic 2L-pole 
radiation. The polarization, however, is different for the electric and 
magnetic radiations ($ 7). We give here explicit formulae for TY(6) 
(normalized according to (62)). 

Dipole radiation (L = 1). 

j, = ji - 1, W(Q) = 2 (1 + ; N,f,P, (cos ~9)) 

i/ = ii W(6) = 2 (l- ; K,f,P, (cos 6)) 

j, = ji + 1: W(6) = 2 (If ; M,f,P, (cos 6)) 

(90) 

(91) 
(92) 

Quadrupole radiatio’n (L =2) 
j, = ji - 2, W(6) = 2 (l- ; N,f,P, (cos 8) - 5N,f, P4(cos 79)) (93) 

.jl=j;+2, W(6) =2( I- 7 M,f,P, (cos 6) - 5M,f,P,(cos 6)) (94) 

with 

fk the degree of orientation of order k (( 16)) ( 18)), 

P, (cos 6) = ; (cos2 6 - 5) (95a) 

P, (cos 6) = ; (co? 8 - f co? 6 + g, (95b) 

A’, = b, jk(2j - K) !/(2j) !, M, = b, j” (2j + 1) !/(2j + k+ 1) ! (96~) 
b, = 2ik if IZ is even, b, = 24(k-t’) if k is odd, Wb) 

K, = l/(ji + l), K* = ji/(ji + I). (97) 

0 7. Explicit formulae for the polarization of y-radiation emitted by 
oriented nuclei. We now give explicit formulae for W(6) P!&. The 
formulae given below are valid for electric dipole and quadrupole 
radiation. For the magnetic radiation, the sign of x,, is changed in the 
corresponding formulae for the electric case, while the sign of xc 
remains unaltered. 

Electric dipole radiation (L= I) 

j, = ji - 1, W(6) P&=3N,f, cos 6% -.;N,f, (I- cos2 8) x,: (98) 
j, = ji, W(S) P&=3K,f, cos 6xC + ; K,f, (l- cos2 23) x,: (99) 

j, = ji+l, W(6) P&= -3M,f, cos6&M2f2(1-cos2~)xll (100) 
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Electric quadrupole radiation (L=2) 

j, = j; - 2 

J/1’(6) PC3 = {$ N2f2 ( cos%l)+ y N4f4 (-7cos4~+8cos2~-l)}~,I + 

+ {2N,f, cos 6 + 5N,f3 (- 5 cos3 6 + 3 cos 6)) x,. (101) 

jf = ji + 2 

W(6) I’&= {$ M,f,(cos%-1) + $ M,f, (-7 cos4 6 + 8 cos2 S-l))x,,- 

- {2M,f, cos 6 + 5 M,f, (- 5 cos3 6 + 3 cos 6)) xc. (102) 

The angular dependent functions which occur in (98) . . . . (102) 
are proportional to Yi (6, o) as also follows from (89). Here fk, N,, M,, 
K, and K, have the same meaning as in 3 6. 

The authors would like to express their appreciation to Professor 
S. R. de G r o o t for his advice and for his criticism of the 
manuscript. 
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